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Bombora and ORE Catapult collaborate to develop co-located 

floating wave and wind technology 
 
Wave energy developer Bombora has joined forces with the Offshore Renewable 
Energy (ORE) Catapult’s Marine Energy Engineering Centre of Excellence (MEECE) 
in Wales to launch a cutting-edge floating wave technology research project.  
 
The research will carry out a techno-economic appraisal of extending Bombora’s 
mWave™ technology into an offshore environment and will investigate the feasibility 
of co-location with floating wind structures. 
 
Bombora’s patented membrane mWave wave energy converter offers a unique 
opportunity to rapidly develop a floating wave platform solution. This solution offers 
major advantages in relation to increased infrastructure utilisation and maximising 
capacity.  
 
Sam Leighton, MD of Bombora said “We believe Bombora’s mWave technology 
offers an innovative solution that can meet the demands of the rapidly expanding 
offshore energy industry and reduce the levelised cost of energy. Increasing the cost 
effectiveness of projects by sharing the expense of joint infrastructure, such as the 
floating platform, moorings and export grid connection to shore will inevitably drive 
down costs.  Our research project with ORE Catapult is an important development 
stage to prove this potentially market disruptive solution.”   
 
“This collaborative project cuts right to the heart of two important areas for innovation 
in offshore renewable energy right now – the development of wave energy and 
floating wind. To unlock the potential of co-locating these two technologies could be 
potentially game-changing for the sector,” said Dr Paul Ellsmore, MEECE 
Programme Manager for ORE Catapult. 

“Wales is the ideal location for this type of innovative project, being home to a 
number of wave and tidal developers and a prime location for floating wind 
development. We will apply our unique combination of technical expertise and 
research and testing facilities at MEECE to support innovative projects such as these 
and companies like Bombora.”  
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The UK has enough natural resources of offshore wind, wave, and tide to provide all 

the country’s energy requirements, including transport and heating, with spare for 

export to Europe. 

The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) suggests global offshore wind 

generating capacity will be in excess of 500 GW by 2050.  

Global investment in offshore wind projects between now and 2030 is likely to 

exceed £250bn. Offshore renewable energy is on course to provide much of the 

affordable and secure power needed to grow the UK economy and, when combined 

with the global export potential, represents the largest clean growth opportunity for 

the UK economy. 

Bombora’s 1.5MW mWave Pembrokeshire Demonstration Project, supported by 

£10.3M European Regional Development Fund through the Welsh Government, is 

on schedule. Full marine consent for installation off the coast of Pembrokeshire has 

been granted as the project moves into the assembly phase. Taking mWave further 

offshore will increase the capacity of the technology and open new markets and 

opportunities for large scale utility generation.   

“Collaborating with a world-class research and test institution such as ORE 
Catapult’s MEECE places Bombora at a big advantage to capitalise on the floating 
offshore market opportunity. We are committed to driving innovation in the 
renewable energy sector and to making the advancements needed to benefit the 
environment and consumers.” said Chris Williams, Bombora’s Commercial 
Manager.  
 
ORE Catapult has recently opened its Marine Energy Engineering Centre of 
Excellence (MEECE) in Pembroke Dock, South West Wales. MEECE aims to 
accelerate the growth of the UK supply chain in the offshore renewable energy 
sector, leading to increased jobs, productivity and exports.  

MEECE will work with Welsh Universities and with the Marine Energy Test Area, to 
deliver innovation projects on behalf of Welsh companies, to demonstrate, verify and 
validate new technologies.  

ENDS 
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For further information, please contact:  
Sam Leighton   Chris Williams    Lee Madigan 
Managing Director  Business Development Manager   Head of Communications   
T: +44 1646 233140  T: +44 1646 233140   T: +44 141 5597005 
M: +44 7981 844125  M: +44 7968 583993   M: +44 7889 806490 
sam@bomborawave.com   chris@bomborawave.com                
lee.madigan@ore.catapult.org.uk 
 
Notes to editor: 
About Bombora and mWave™  

- Bombora has developed a membrane style wave energy converter called ‘mWave™’.   

- Bombora’s mWave’s product range includes nearshore, floating offshore and integrated 

offshore wind and wave marine energy solutions. 

- Located 10 meters beneath the ocean’s surface, mWave is invisible from the shoreline. 

As ocean waves pass over mWave, the membranes deflect pumping air through a 

turbine to generate electricity. Electricity is directly transferred to shore via a subsea 

cable.   

- Bombora is currently completing a 1.5MW mWave product validation project in 

Pembrokeshire, Wales with the support of a European Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF) grant through the Welsh Government. Bombora is simultaneously developing a 

global pipeline of commercial wave farm projects. 

www.bomborawave.com   

 

About the Offshore Renewable Energy Catapult 

- ORE Catapult was established in 2013 by the UK Government and is part of a network of 

Catapults set up by Innovate UK in high growth industries. It is the UK’s leading 

innovation centre for offshore renewable energy.  

- Independent and trusted, with a unique combination of world-leading test and 

demonstration facilities and engineering and research expertise, ORE Catapult convenes 

the sector and delivers applied research, accelerating technology development, reducing 

risk and cost and enhancing UK-wide economic growth.  

- Active throughout the UK, ORE Catapult has operations in Glasgow, Blyth, Levenmouth, 

Aberdeen, the Humber, the South West and Wales and operates a collaborative 

research partnership in China.  

www.ore.catapult.org.uk 
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The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) suggests global offshore wind 

generating capacity will be in excess of 500 GW by 2050.  
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Bombora expand ocean energy mWave™ product portfolio to include Offshore technology 


